
Interview questions for Mr. Chairman-Primus Investment 

 

1. Mr. Chairman, please talk us through the success of Primus since inception. 

 

Since its inception about three years ago, Primus has demonstrated reasonable growth 

exceeding initial expectations.  We had almost 100 investors within months of the company’s 

establishment and in just 2-3 years we now have more than 300 clients. 

 

I suppose it would be fair to say that Primus’s results have been impressive during the 

Company’s brief existence largely owing to the management’s progressive vision and the values 

espoused by it that really form the backbone of the company.  Here, it would be important for 

me to mention that the management has succeeded in engendering in the Company’s staff, 

down the line, a certain sense of discipline, customer-centric approach, integrity and team work.  

The company has successfully launched six funds and is in the process of introducing several 

more to widen the scope of investment solutions it would like to offer to the growing target 

market in Pakistan.  Apart from shariah compliant Islamic Funds, Primus is about to introduce an 

asset allocation fund providing investors a balanced, diversified and flexible portfolio of 

investments based on what is available in our evolving market. 

 

 

2. What makes Primus different from other AMCs and what is the market share of Primus? 

 

It is not my intention to be immodest in any way and claim that Primus is particularly unique or 

fantastic.  The results speak for themselves.  What can be claimed with some degree of veracity 

---- and not all AMCs fit this bill --- is that so far Primus has been relentlessly professional in its 

approach and has engaged in deploying client funds prudentially, with a sense of responsibility 

and wholly in keeping with the investment objectives for the achievement of which the funds 

were raised.  This somewhat clinical modusoperandi obviously means that Primus is not swayed 

by run-a-way market sentiment or herd mentality.  Primus is often contrarian in its investment 

decisions and while a tax advantage or tax arbitrage factor cannot be ignored, this is never a 



primary consideration in the marketing of its services nor is it a significant portfolio 

consideration. 

 

Two commendable features of Primus are worth mentioning.  One is that the investment 

opportunities the company offers constitute a diversified range – money market instruments, all 

manner of equities, commodities (e.g. gold) etc.  By offering its clients the ability to move in and 

out of a diversified range of investment possibilities, through the variety of funds managed by it, 

Primus seeks to build a smart investment culture.  Second, Primus has a robust pedigree being a 

wholly-owned subsidiary of Pak-Brunei Investment Company which is jointly owned by the 

Government of Pakistan and the Sultanate of Brunei; and I believe investors can draw an 

element of comfort from this fact – it is clearly unlikely for this company to engage in any 

irregular activity and it is more than likely to adhere to high operational standards. 

 

While initially Pak-Brunei provided the entire funding managed by Primus, since then the 

companyhas been increasingly raising funds from private investors and its AUMs have grown 

from Rs. --------------- in the beginning to Rs. 9 billion now over a period of less than three years.  

This is still less than 2% of managed financial assets in Pakistan albeit at the rate the company’s 

AUMs, subscribed by private investors, are growing this percentage should rise substantially in 

the near future. 

 

3. Has Primus kept pace with the asset management industry? 

 

Despite its young age, Primus has been fairly adroit in the provision of asset management 

services and has served its clientele rather well.  Currently, there are 22 Asset management 

Companies and Primus is among the better performing AMCs and is recognized as such.  Last 

year, the company’s Strategic Multi Asset Fund (SMAF) delivered a return of 28.64% as against 

the industry average of 13.40%.  Similarly, the Primus income Fund achieved a return of 16.49% 

exceeding the industry average of 12.49%. 

 

 

 



4. As a group Chairman, how do you see your group performing in the coming year?  
 

I expect that in the coming year, i.e. 2016,we will witness the launch of new Investment 

solutions that should take the mutual fund industry to a whole new level.  Primus has been 

collaborating with leading financial institutions and leading organizations in Pakistan for 

promoting its services and creating its footprint across the country. Apart from extending its 

services to new destinations nationwide, Primus is focused on expanding its reach to remote 

areas of the country so that interested investors can benefit from its services. 

 

 

5. When does Primus Investments plan to go big in the market for masses? And what product 
range will it offer?  
 

Since its inception, Primus has aimed to serve individuals as well as corporates that seek 

investment solutions capitalizing on the opportunities subsisting in our market. We initiated our 

services in the largest metropolitan city, Karachi, and are now further expanding our services in 

the capital cities of Islamabad and Lahore. Primus will, of course, continue to expand and take 

its services to other cities and regions.  Hopefully, Primus should be able play a role in creating 

public awareness regarding the potential of investing in marketable securities positioning it to 

achieve mass distribution of its products.  

 

 

We are aware that the two pillars on which the success of an asset management company rests 

are technology and size -- both are, of course, inter-related.  We are already offering a fairly 

wide variety of asset management products.  It is our intention to add to our products and 

services so that we become a comprehensive asset management company in every sense.  We 

believe we have the capacity to achieve this. 

 


